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Social media platform affordances allow users to interact with content and with each other in diverse ways.

For example, on Twitter,1 users can like, reply, retweet, or quote another tweet. Though it’s clear that these

different features allow various types of interactions, open questions remain about how these different affor-

dances shape the conversations. We examine how two similar, but distinct conversational features on Twit-

ter — specifically reply vs. quote — are used differently. Focusing on the polarized discourse around Robert

Mueller’s congressional testimony in July 2019, we look at how these features are employed in conversations

between politically aligned and opposed accounts. We use a mixed methods approach, employing grounded

qualitative analysis to identify the different conversational and framing strategies salient in that discourse

and then quantitatively analyzing how those techniques differed across the different features and political

alignments. Our research (1) demonstrates that the quote feature is more often used to broadcast and reply

is more often used to reframe the conversation; (2) identifies the different framing strategies that emerge

through the use of these features when engaging with politically aligned vs. opposed accounts; (3) discusses

how reply and quote features may be re-designed to reduce the adversarial tone of polarized conversations

on Twitter-like platforms.
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1On July 24, 2023, Twitter was rebranded to “X”. In this article, we refer to the platform that we studied as Twitter.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Social media platforms offer users a range of features to engage with the content and with each
other. For example, Reddit users can upvote and downvote content, Facebook users can reshare,
comment, or add an emotional response (e.g., like, love, care, haha, wow, sad, angry) to a post.
These different features — and especially how users employ these different features — shape the
kinds of interactions that take place on the platform. At scale, these interactions structure the
broader networks, communities, and overall discourse that occurs on the platform [38, 73], and
beyond.

It is possible that some of these features exacerbate problematic behavior on social media plat-
forms. For example, researchers have repeatedly documented political polarization within social
media platforms [4, 43, 52, 83]. Conover et al. found that politically motivated individuals used
mention networks on Twitter to provoke polarized conversations by injecting partisan content
into information streams that involve ideologically-opposed users [21]. Journalists are increas-
ingly highlighting how online platforms can potentially radicalize users within groups formed
around conspiracy theories [19, 20, 72, 88].

To alleviate some of the toxicities and promote a healthy discourse, online platforms continue to
experiment with their features. For example, Twitter has experimented with their conversational
affordances by promoting users to quote a tweet rather than simply retweet it to make users con-
sider why they want to amplify the tweet [36]. They discontinued the change after the 2020 US
Presidential election upon learning that it did not promote thoughtful amplification as anticipated
[37]; about 45% of the additional quote tweets comprised a single word, and 70% contained less than
25 characters. This natural experiment suggests that platforms are aware that small affordances
can impact the health of the discourse they facilitate, even if they do not know how to improve
things. More recently, there is discussion about how certain features catalyze negative user be-
havior [5], especially as the emerging microblogging platform Mastodon debates if they should
introduce the quote feature on its platform in a way that preserves its “antiviral” design [81].

This research examines how two similar, but distinct features for engagement on Twitter — the
reply tweet and the quote tweet — afford different types of interactions within and across groups
of users with different political alignments. Twitter introduced the quote feature — referred to as
retweet with comment — in April 2015 in addition to the already offered reply feature. Figure 1
illustrates the difference between a response posted toward an original tweet as a “reply” and a
response posted as a “quote”. In the remainder of this article, we refer to the original tweet as the
root tweet, and the reply tweet and the quote tweet collectively as the response tweet.

Garimella et al. examined the role of introducing the quote feature on Twitter discourse in 2016
[38] — by looking for the presence of disagreement and insult — and found that in the early days,
the quoting mechanism led to more civil discourse as compared to replies. We extend their line
of research and examine how the features of reply and quote (before the changes made in August
2020) are employed by looking into broader conversational and framing techniques. We examine
each pair of a root-tweet and a response-tweet and ask three related research questions:

— RQ1. How do conversational and framing strategies differ, if at all, between the two response
types: reply and quote?
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Fig. 1. The left image refers to the Reply tweet, while the right image refers to the Quote tweet.

— RQ2. How do conversational and framing strategies vary when there is political
(mis)alignment between the author of the root tweet and the author of the response tweet?

— RQ3: How do conversational and framing strategies vary between reply and quote tweets
when accounting for their authors’ political (mis)alignment (i.e., interaction effect)?

To answer these questions, we focused on the Twitter discourse around Robert Mueller’s testi-
mony (July 24, 2019) about the “Mueller Report” [60] for curating a collection of tweet responses
that are both politically charged and bring politically-diverse perspectives. We selected two sub-
sets of 170 root tweet-reply tweet pairs and 170 root tweet-quote tweet pairs where half of the
tweets (85 from each set) came from politically-aligned Twitter accounts, and the other half came
from politically-opposed Twitter accounts. We developed a codebook using a grounded theory-lite
approach and by adopting Entman’s framing lens [30]. We then coded the responses (reply tweet
or quote tweet) based on how they extended the root tweet — with a focus on identifying different
conversational and framing techniques.

With respect to our first research question, we found that users employed reply and quote tweet
affordances to target different audiences and resulting in differences in framing. Reply tweets were
more often directed toward the author of the root tweet (73.5% vs. 43.3%), while quote tweets
served to “broadcast” the root tweet’s message to a different audience (56.7% vs. 26.5%). Reply
tweets also more frequently reframed the topic of the root tweet compared to quote tweets (46%
vs. 34%). These results were statistically significant. Concerning our second research question, the
distribution of codes confirmed a highly polarized discourse, e.g., providing supporting evidence
when politically aligned or being condescending when politically opposed. With respect to our
third research question, we found asymmetric adoption of the replying or quoting mechanism
when the response was politically aligned or opposed. For instance, when quoting a root tweet
that they opposed, users were more likely to include evidence for refuting the root tweet. However,
when quoting a root tweet they supported, users included evidence less often and instead focused
on amplifying the message. We found no such variation in the use of evidence when replying to
politically aligned or opposed users.

In summary, our work makes three contributions:

(1) We develop a coding framework — guided by our interpretation of data and by previous
work on framing [30] — that identifies conversational and framing strategies adopted by
the response tweets toward the root tweet. Our approach expands upon previous work by
looking at conversational strategies that surpass disagreement and use of insult [38] and
facilitate a broader analysis of Twitter discourse.

(2) Using our coding framework, we facilitate an understanding of how users employ the reply
and quote features of Twitter to build, refine, revise, and amplify conversations that they
prefer and challenge or counter conversations that they oppose.
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(3) We offer insights into the implications of our findings, focusing on how quotes could serve
as a mechanism to promote polarization by building a refutation toward what one dislikes
and merely amplifying what one likes on online platforms like Twitter and maybe Mastodon
in the near future.

2 RELATED WORK

Conversations have been studied through discourse analysis by many researchers. We start by
understanding the role of the platform features in influencing these conversations. Next, we dis-
cuss the use of framing and linguistic techniques to influence online conversations. Later, we look
into the contentious process of framing and counter-framing adopted toward influencing online
conversations.

2.1 Role of Platform Features in Shaping Online Conversations

The design of social media platforms includes different features to allow users to engage with the
content and to interact with each other, and these features shape the conversations that take place
through them. For example, Twitter affords the formation of communities ephemerally around
the life of a topic through the use of hashtags [13], while Reddit fosters a more lasting sense of
community through the “subreddit” feature over shared interests [11]. Similar features on different
platforms — or even on the same platform but at different periods of their evolution — can lead
to different perceptions of utility and patterns of use. For example, Instagram users (during the
first few years of that platform’s lifetime) posted pictures on the platform as a way of archiving
these images [51], while on Snapchat the inability to keep an image within the conversation for
an extended period of time made its users perceive and invoke those images less as photographic
objects and more as a form of conversation [64]. In this article, we examine how two similar, but
distinct conversational features on Twitter — specifically reply vs. quote — are used in different
ways to engage in and shape the discourse there.

The reply feature on Twitter was initially a user-driven convention. The platform began to
provide functional support for the feature in 2007 [80] and continues to iterate on its design [86].
Twitter introduced the quote feature — or “retweet with comment” as it was called back then — in
April 2015 [77]. One of the early studies by Garimella et al. investigated the impact of introducing
this feature on the online discourse [38]. They examined the direct network connections between
the root tweeter and the quote tweeter and found that the quote feature in 2016 afforded pushing
the political discourse away from the root user’s network toward new audiences. They also found
that the quote feature leads to more civil responses than the reply feature by examining the
responses for the presence of disagreement and use of insults. We extend their line of research
and compare how quote tweets and reply tweets engage with the subject topic of the root tweets,
focusing on the linguistic, conversational, and framing strategies employed in the response tweet.
Our analysis thus looks into several dimensions beyond use of disagreement and insult, e.g., use
of sarcasm, use of evidence, and so on.

Comparative analysis of the affordances of Facebook and YouTube platform around political
expression suggests that salient social identification on Facebook led to a more civil discourse there
than on Youtube as seen through threaded conversations witnessed on these two platforms in 2010
[44]. Does shifting attention from the root tweet author’s audience to the response tweet author’s
audience — as afforded by quotes — correlate with a user responding in a more civil manner [38],
or has this changed with the times? Here, we characterize how users engage in conversations
differently through both the reply and the quote features.
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2.2 Influencing Online Conversations through Framing and Linguistic Techniques

Frames, as defined by Goffman [39], are interpretive lenses through which we, as individuals and
groups, classify information and make sense of experiences. The concept of framing has been
invoked as a device for making sense of the political discourse around us [31, 35, 62, 66].

The concept of frames — to highlight and make salient certain information, while obscuring
other information — has been studied either by treating it as a goal in itself, or as a process to
achieve a goal. The former involves focusing on the frames that emerged in a given discourse. For
example, Egbunike et al. identified different frames to discuss the unfolding of the #OccupyNigeria
protests as it was reported in newspapers and social media [29]. The second approach of study-
ing this construct is to treat framing as a process through which frames are created, refined, and
reshaped. Entman describes framing as “selecting some aspects of a perceived reality and making
them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem defi-
nition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation” [30]. Framing,
in this view, can be a strategy of affecting how others interpret the world. For example, emphasiz-
ing different aspects in the title of similar policy initiatives can impact political decision-making
and shape how people vote [14]. Our research focuses on the conceptualization of framing that
takes place in online environments through a collective process [59, 68, 71, 78]. For example, Meraz
et al. described how crowds consisting of both regular and “elite” or influential Twitter accounts
came together to co-construct, revise, and distribute frames across the platform. [58]

Most closely related to our work, researchers have investigated online discourse through linguis-
tics techniques [26, 76]. Conversation-based linguistic characteristics have been effectively used
toward identifying coordination in a disaster-related discourse [70]. Ferguson et al. successfully
used a coding-framework modeled after linguistic techniques to identify exploratory dialogue that
occurred in an online conference [34]. Variations of Ferguson’s framework have been found use-
ful to compare the interaction patterns across subreddits that facilitate learning, e.g., r/AskScience,

r/AskAcademia, and so on. [45]. Here, we developed a codebook to identify different conversation
and framing techniques that emerged through response tweets as users tend to revise and reshape
the discourse across different interactive features.

2.3 Influencing Conversations through Framing Contests

Responses to a post on social media platforms can range from a simple agreement indicating an
endorsement [10, 84] to a strong disagreement indicating disapproval [8, 47]. This article captures
how both the elements of agreeing and disagreeing could be used together in a nuanced manner
to shape the conversation differently and to steer the narrative in a desired direction.

The process of achieving a shared sense of reality is contentious, i.e., it offers individuals in-
volved in the sensemaking an opportunity to create and challenge different considerations of the
relevant events [7]. The interpretive and contentious process of framing happens both within a
group [49] and across different opposed groups [78]. While such a framing contest can be produc-
tive to register the dissenting perspectives [22, 49], it can be detrimental when used exclusively
to counter-attack as a mechanism for undermining the opposition [9, 18, 85]. Given the agency
of participating groups in this contestation, framing contests can be studied best by accounting
for the structure of the discourse in which the interpretive sensemaking occurs [7, 35]. Our ap-
proach accounts for the structure of the Twitter discourse by identifying the two most prominent
perspectives about Mueller’s testimony.

Stewart et al. studied counter-framing practices on Twitter by mapping the structure of the dis-
course and examined how two opposed groups negotiate the context of police-related shootings
[78]. We adopt this approach and identify two distinct groups within the Mueller discourse on
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Twitter that are ideologically opposed. To identify group affinity, we use the feature of retweeting

network interactions that are known to roughly predict someone’s attitude on Twitter [23, 24, 54].
By identifying the two most prominent opposed groups that engage in the political discourse
around Mueller’s testimony, we then study how reply and quote features represent different fram-
ing practices within politically aligned groups and across politically opposed groups.

3 DATA COLLECTION AND FILTERING

3.1 Collecting the Twitter Discourse about Robert Mueller’s Politically Charged
Testimony

To answer our two questions, we needed to identify an online conversation that contained: (a)
diverse usage of the reply and quote features on tweeter, and (b) involved politically charged con-
versations. Thus, we focused our study on the online discourse about the polarizing testimony of
Special Counsel Robert Mueller on July 24, 2019 to the United States (U.S.) Congress about his
investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election [60]. This discourse
coalesced into two primary positions, one that sought to interpret the report as implicating U.S.
President Trump in crimes related to election interference in 2016 and supported Mueller, and an-
other that sought to interpret the report as exonerating U.S. President Trump in those crimes [48].
While one side responded in support of the charges implied by Mueller in the report, the other
side cited Mueller’s refusal to state those charges outright as rationale for opposition toward the
claims in the report [69]. This diversity of public opinion about Mueller’s testimony reflected in
the online discourse about it and allowed us to curate a rich data set with enough conversations
facilitated by the reply and quote mechanisms between politically aligned and opposed accounts.

We used the Twitter streaming API to collect 4.2 million tweets containing the search term
“Mueller” or “mueller” during a period of five days (from July 22, 2019 to July 26, 2019) correspond-
ing to Mueller’s testimony and two days before and after that testimony.

3.2 Identifying the Two Most Prominent Perspectives in the Discourse

We then mapped out the underlying structure of the conversation by generating a network graph
to identify information sharing trajectories and infer the political affinity of different accounts in
the data. To infer that structure, researchers [28, 43, 61, 65, 78] have frequently used modularity
analysis techniques[6]; higher modularity implies a stronger connection and ideological similarity
between the accounts of that module. To aid modularity analysis, we only included accounts that
were connected to other accounts and indicated ideological similarity to other accounts. Therefore,
we selected accounts that were retweeted three times, or were retweeted twice by the same user,
or contributed at least three unique tweets. The filtered data set consisted of 261,199 active unique
Twitter accounts that produced 368,773 tweets.

Using the modularity analysis algorithm in the Gephi network visualization software [6], we
generated a retweet network graph. This algorithm clusters together accounts that retweet com-
mon account(s) (indicating ideological proximity to each other) while pushing apart accounts that
lack any common connections (indicating ideological dissimilarity). Consistent with prior research
[21, 78], we focused on two primary clusters that represent the dominant polarity within the dis-
course as shown in Figure 2.

To validate that the two primary clusters aligned with the two politically-opposed narratives
around Mueller’s testimony, we examined the frequent bi-grams and tri-grams and found that the
phrases popular in each cluster were unique. Phrases like “obstruction of justice”, “election security
bills”, “Russian hack”, “read the Mueller Report”, and so on. occurred most frequently in the green
cluster (right side in Figure 2). These phrases delineate the polarizing (left-leaning) narratives
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Fig. 2. The retweet graph for tweet-data about Mueller’s testimony. The “green” cluster includes Twitter
accounts extending support to Mueller and the “pink” cluster includes Twitter accounts that were opposed to
Mueller in the context of Mueller’s testimony. We refer to these clusters as “left-leaning” and “right-leaning”
clusters respectively from here on.

that supported Mueller’s testimony. Phrases like “the steele dossier”, “highly conflicted Robert”,
“he doesn’t know”, “retweet realdonaldtrump”, and so on. dominated the pink cluster (left side in
Figure 2). These phrases delineated the (right-leaning) counter-narrative that discredited the tes-
timony and opposed Mueller’s testimony. We also inspected the top ten most retweeted accounts,
their profile descriptions, and their recent tweets from both the clusters to determine whether they
were politically left-leaning or right-leaning, and then mapped these political affiliations onto all
the accounts in that cluster.

3.3 Filtering the Collection for Qualitative Coding

Next, we identified a smaller sample of root tweet-response tweet pairs for qualitative analysis.
Instead of focusing on the most influential accounts (the ones that received massive engagement),
we focused our analysis on accounts that were quoted fewer than 1,000 times (corresponding to the
99th percentile in our data set). In order to ensure that we can retrieve a sufficient number of replies
for each of these accounts (explained below), we also excluded accounts that got less attention and
were quoted tweeted fewer than two times by accounts in both the left- and right-leaning clusters
(indicating low reach, from 0 to the 63rd percentile).

This left us with 3,372 right-leaning and 4,787 left-leaning Twitter accounts. To reduce the scope
for our qualitative analysis, we randomly selected 100 accounts — 50 from each of the two clusters.
For each of these accounts, we randomly choose one Twitter account within the same cluster that
quoted it, and another from a politically-opposed cluster that quoted it. We refer to these responses
as quote tweets. To balance the number of quote tweets for both clusters, we coded 170 out of the
200 quote tweets and reply tweets (as explained below).

Retrieving the replies. Twitter’s Streaming API returned different metadata for quotes and replies
at the time of collecting this data in 2019 (Twitter only introduced the ability to retrieve all replies
in a conversation in it’s API v2 in mid-2020 [15]). For a tweet that contains a tracked keyword,
the API returned both original tweets and any quote tweet (even if the quote tweet itself did not
contain the keyword). However, the API did not return replies to a tweet that contained a keyword,
unless the reply itself had the keyword. Thus, to accurately capture reply tweets that match the
same inclusion criteria as for quote tweets, we retrieved all the mentions of the selected 100 Twitter
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Table 1. Step-by-step Description of How we Filtered a Total of 340 Responses — 170 Replies and 170
Quotes; 170 Responses Politically Aligned to the Root Tweet Account and 170 Opposed to the Root Tweet

— from a Large Pool of about 4.2 Million Tweets from the Data Set

Step# Filtering Procedure Resultant data sample

Step 1 We used the Twitter streaming API to collect tweets containing the
term “Mueller” or “mueller” between July 22 and July 26, 2019.

4.2 million tweets and 659,316 unique
Twitter accounts

Step 2 To aid clustering accounts as per their inferred political affinity
(i.e., modularity analysis), we filtered accounts that were retweeted
three times, or were retweeted twice by same user, or contributed
at least three unique tweets.

368,773 tweets produced by 261,199
unique Twitter accounts

Step 3 To identify the two most polarizing perspectives in the discourse,
we limited to accounts that belonged to the two dominant account-
clusters as per the modularity analysis.

347,797 tweets produced by 111,659
unique Twitter accounts

Step 4 To skip the most influential accounts, we limited to accounts that
were quoted less than 1000 times (99th percentile); to ensure some
online attention, we also skipped accounts that were only quoted
once or twice.

247,602 tweets produced by 3,372 right-
leaning and 4,787 left-leaning unique
Twitter accounts

Step 5 To facilitate qualitative analysis, we randomly selected a small num-
ber of accounts.

50 right-leaning and 50 left-leaning
unique Twitter accounts

Step 6 To accurately capture reply tweets that match our inclusion crite-
ria of quote tweets, we retrieved all the mentions of the selected
100 Twitter accounts from Twitter and identified their reply tweets
posted by accounts within either of the two clusters. .

170 root tweet-reply tweet pairs (85
politically aligned, 85 opposed) and
170 root tweet-quote tweet pairs (85
politically- aligned, 85 opposed)

accounts from Twitter and identified their reply tweets that were posted by accounts within either
of the two clusters in Figure 2. After accounting for the lack of replies for some accounts, our
overall sample of responses consisted of 85 root tweets and four response tweets for every root
tweet: (1) a quote tweet from a politically-aligned account, (2) a quote tweet from a politically-
opposed account, (3) a reply tweet from a politically-aligned account, and (4) a reply tweet from
a politically-opposed account. Table 1 depicts the overall process of how we filtered a small set of
170 root tweet-reply tweet pairs and 170 root tweet/quote tweet pairs from the larger pool in our
data-set. The limitation of 170 replies and 170 quotes comes from the need to balance the number of
replies and quotes across politically-aligned and opposed accounts and the additional step needed
to collect the replies as the Twitter API in 2019 did not provide direct access to threaded replies.

Confirming the sufficiency of the sample-size. To confirm that our data sample filtered from the
larger set for manual coding is large enough to allow the use of inferential statistics, we conducted
a power analysis using the G-power tool [33]. Given that the assigned labels from codebook will
serve as the outcome variables, we chose a two-tailed a priori analysis for the z-test family suitable
for logistic regression. The power analysis determined that we needed a sample size of 308 —
smaller than our sample of 340 — assuming an effect size corresponding to odds ratio of 1.5 with
80 percent power.

4 METHODS

4.1 Methodological Approach

We adopted a mixed-methods analysis to answer our research question. In the first part of the anal-
ysis, we adopted a qualitative grounded theory-lite approach[16, 46] to identify common thematic
characterizations that emerged through the data as illustrated in Table 2. This led us to identifying
the different conversational framing strategies prevalent in the Mueller online discourse.
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Table 2. Definitions of Codes from the Codebook when Categorizing Conversational Framing Strategies
in Root Tweet-response Tweet Pairs

Category (Codes) Definition

Framing

technique: Engage

or reframe (Engage,
Reframe)

This refers to how the response tweet extends the root tweet. It could simply
add some engage with the message in the same frame, or it could try to change
the frame of the topic and thus reframe.

Framing

technique:

Twisting of words

(Yes, No) — coded if
Engage or reframe is
“Reframe”)

This is a hierarchical code within refocus. It captures instances where the
response tweet borrows words from the root tweet and pivots the context
around those words in an attempt to refocus the conversation.

Framing

technique:

Articulate a

frame∗ (Explain,
Describe, Project)

This captures how the response tweet extends the root tweet. If it adds details to
the situation (relative to the context of the event as described in the root tweet),
we code it as describe. If it diagnoses the cause for the situation (so that it leads
to the event as described in the root tweet), we code it as explain. If it suggests a
potential event that might result out of the event in the root tweet, we code it as
project.

Personal

Evaluation∗

(Character,
Credibility,
Competence)

We use the code character, credibility and/or competence if the response tweet
judges a person in the root tweet based on their sense of morality,
trustworthiness, and/or skills/abilities respectively.

Level of

verifiability

(Expression, Claim,
Evidence)

Claim refers to a statement of truth that is yet to be verified but can be verified.
expression is a statement that cannot be verified, whereas evidence is a statement
of truth that has been verified (as used by the responder).

Target audience

(Root tweeter,
Broader audience,
Both)

This refers to whom the response targets. If directed (explicit and clear) toward
the root tweeter, we code it as root tweeter. If directed more toward a larger
audience, we code it as broader audience; both otherwise.

Directed valence

(Support, Oppose,
Neutral)

It captures the general sentiment of support or oppose as the response tweet
expresses toward the root tweet.

Language: Tone

(Positive, Negative,
Neutral)

This refers to the use of positive language, negative language or neutral

language in the response.

Language:

Attitude (Reverent,
Condescending,
None)

We code a response tweet as reverent or condescending depending on whether
the response tweet treats the root tweeter with respect OR if it attempts to
establish a sense of superiority or mockery toward the root tweeter respectively.

Categories marked with an asterisk were not mutually exclusive, i.e., coders could assign any one or all of the codes

from these categories to one root-response tweet pair. We ascertained a shared understanding of the different codes

amongst the coders using an inter-coder reliability metric as measured by Cohen’s Kappa (>= 0.6) across all

categories [56].

In the second part, we adopted a more quantitative approach to understand which of the con-
versational framing strategies result from the distinct conversational features (reply and quote) on
Twitter. Table 3 illustrates the distribution of codes from our coding scheme across the response
type and across the type of accounts involved in that conversational exchange.
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Table 3. Frequency Distribution of Codes from the Coding Scheme as Analyzed Across Both the Factors:
(1) Type of Feature: Reply and Quote (2) Type of Discourse: Politically Aligned and Politically Opposed

Type of response
and

political alignment
(Columns)

Reply Quote Interaction Main Main

Categories and
Codes (Rows)

Politically
aligned

Politically
opposed

Politically
aligned

Politically
opposed

Reply/Quote X
Politically

aligned/opposed

Reply/Quote Politically
aligned/opposed

Target audience:

Root tweeter 23 38 11 28

No Yes YesBroader audience 12 10 33 18

Both 50 37 41 39

Response frame:

Engage 55 37 67 44
No Yes Yes

Reframe 30 48 18 40

Twisting of

words:∗

Yes 3 3 3 10
No Yes No

No 27 45 15 30

Level of

verifiability:

Evidence 11 15 4 20
Yes - -

No evidence 74 70 79 64

Personal

evaluation:

Character 23 22 17 29
Yes - -

No Character 62 63 68 56

Articulate a frame:

Projection 15 19 32 16
Yes - -

No projection 70 66 53 69

Tone:

Positive 19 2 21 2

No No YesNegative 36 54 38 50

Neutral 30 29 26 33

Directed valence:

Support 70 13 67 22

No No YesOppose 13 72 13 58

Neutral 2 0 5 5

Directed attitude:

Reverent 12 0 10 1

No No YesCondescending 26 40 25 42

None 46 45 50 42

Last 3 columns indicate the presence of any interaction effects across the two factors, main effects otherwise. Table 6

describes the regression analysis for the interaction effect, while Table 4 and Table 5 describe the regression analysis

for the main effects. ∗Note: Twisting of words is a sub-category within Response frame and was only coded if the

Response frame was coded as Reframe.

4.2 Approach to Coding: Identifying Conversational Framing Strategies in Root
Tweet-Response Tweet Pairs

We employed Henwood’s grounded theory-lite approach [46] (derived from Charmaz’s description
of grounded theory [16]) to interpret and derive the different conversational strategies and framing
techniques as expressed in the response tweet (reply or quote) toward the root tweet. The genera-
tive part of the coding process involved a group of six researchers working in pairs and assigned a
code toward each root tweet-response tweet pair, capturing how the response tweet interacts with
the root tweet and root tweeter. The pairwise coding approach is motivated by previous research
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analyzing conversational threads on microblogging sites like Twitter [82, 89]. We answered several
questions of the response specific to the subject topic as described in the tweet like “To whom does
the response tweeter target in the conversation?”, “Does the response tweet make any personal
judgment toward a person mentioned in the root tweet (including the tweeter)?” and so on. and
generated the codes.

To develop the initial coding scheme, we first analyzed 60 (out of the 340) root tweet-response
tweet pairs comprising 15 unique root tweets and 4 unique response tweets for each root tweet
and varying in the political affinity of the response tweeter (politically aligned or opposed) and
the response feature (reply or quote). Researchers were not aware of the political affinity (inferred
from the network graph) of the root tweet or whether the response was a reply or a quote to
mitigate any bias in the coding process.

Second, we augmented our coding scheme to include additional categories relevant to framing
and highlighted by Entman [30] that were missing in our initial, inductively-generated scheme.
In particular, we added a new category Articulate a frame with the codes Description, Explanation,

and Projection modeled after the Entman’s framing concepts of problem definition, causal inter-
pretation, and treatment recommendation respectively. We also refined the Personal evaluation

category to capture evaluations not only based on one’s Character, but also based on one’s Credi-

bility and Competence. Thus, the final codebook emerged through dual processes — both inductive
and deductive.

Third, using codes from the revised codebook, researchers individually coded 120 more root
tweet-response tweet pairs (out of the 340) in two successive rounds–coding 60 pairs in each round.
At the end of each round, researchers collectively discussed their assigned codes, disambiguated
their understanding of the codes, and refined the codes and their definitions in these two iterations
for achieving a shared understanding of the different codes (inter-coder reliability as measured
by Cohen’s Kappa >= 0.6 across all categories indicating moderate agreement between coders
[56]). With a refined understanding of the codebook (summary in Table 2), researchers then used
consensus-coding to code the remaining and re-code the already inspected root tweet-response
tweet pairs. Eventually, we coded all 340 root tweet-responses.

4.3 Approach to Analysis: Identifying the Distribution of Strategies Across
Reply/Quote and Political Alignment

We analyzed the coded 340 root-response tweet pairs to identify which conversational framing
strategies result from the use of distinct conversational features (reply and quote) on Twitter. We
used a multinomial regression to model the conversational and framing strategies as captured by
the codes (treated as nominal variables) by considering main effects of the type of response (reply
or quote) and political alignment (politically-aligned or politically-opposite), and their interaction
effects. In cases where the interaction effect was not significant, we drop the interaction terms from
our model and focus on the main effects as depicted in Table 3. Since every root tweet occurred
four times in our data (paired with two unique reply tweets and two unique quote tweets), we
included the root tweet as a random effect to control for its repetition.

In the findings below, we first report on the qualitatively identified conversational and framing
strategies. Next, we report on the quantitative findings to introduce any interesting and unique
phenomena across replies and quotes as we observed in the data.

5 FINDINGS: A CODEBOOK TO CATEGORIZE CONVERSATIONAL AND FRAMING
STRATEGIES IN ROOT-RESPONSE TWEET PAIRS

To answer our research question about how two distinct features of reply and quote could afford
different types of interactions within and across groups of users with different political alignments,
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we developed a codebook. Informed both by our grounded, interpretive process to surface salient
themes and linguistic techniques — as well as by previous work on framing [30] — in the tweets,
our codebook captures several aspects of conversational framing. Salient features include:

— We introduce five framing techniques (across two dimensions) that a tweet employed relative
to the root tweet. The first dimension categorizes responses based on whether they engage

with the topic of conversation or if they reframe it by bringing attention to new topics; the
second dimension offers different types of framing articulations that are directly borrowed
from Entman’s conceptualization: describe, explain, and project. We also included a third
dimension that is only applied when the response reframes the content of the root-tweet or
not.

— Framing strategies embedded in moral foundations are known to influence people’s political
attitudes [25]. To accommodate and benefit from this understanding, we refined Entman’s
conceptualization of personal evaluation into three distinct codes so we can differentiate
between evaluations based on personal attributes like moral character, competence, and/or
credibility that are particularly important in a political discourse.

— For identifying the extent to which conversations in political discourse are framed around
evidence, our framework also categorizes a statement as an expression, a claim, or an evidence.
We found this dimension useful to differentiate responses that were aimed at intensifying a
message from those that offered a robust refutation toward a message.

In addition, we also identified several categories as summarized in Table 2. We now describe all
of these in detail.

5.1 Framing Techniques

Our research identified five different framing techniques (across two dimensions) that a tweet
employed relative to the root tweet.

Engage or reframe (Engage, Reframe). First, we coded each tweet as to whether it engaged with
the current frame or reframed the conversation. These two framing categories were mutually
exclusive.

The first type of response tweets directly engage with the frame presented in the root tweet,
either by intensifying it (for tweets that also had a directed valence of support) or by directly
challenging it (for tweets that had a directed valence of oppose).

Root tweet: “Mueller’s testimony underlined what was already clear: the President
of the United States broke the law and would be under criminal indictment if he did
not hold that office. He is not above the law. Congress should begin impeachment
proceedings.”
Response tweet 1: “About time. Thank you.”
Response tweet 2: “NOTHING THERE”

In the example above, the first tweet is the root tweet, which initiated this conversation. The
second tweet is a response tweet that engaged with the current frame in a supportive way. The
third tweet is a response tweet that engaged with the original frame by directly challenging it.

The second type of response tweets, those in the reframe category, functioned to shift the frame
in a meaningful way. For example:

Root tweet: Searing, sad picture of a man who gave his all to his country during
an arduous half century, from Vietnam, through leading the FBI and his final turn as
a witness, explaining his probe of @realDonaldTrump. RobertMueller is everything
Trump is not.
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Response tweet: Mueller met with his attorneys all week. This was all an act to make
himself look like a fool. All fake to get out of being prosecuted.

Reframing often presented as drastic shifts in meaning like the example above, which indirectly
challenged the original frame (of Mueller as a heroic figure) by presenting a new, counter-frame (of
Mueller as a criminal). Response tweets, such as this one, that had a directed valence of oppose can
be considered as a method of contesting an existing frame [49]. Reframing also took more subtle
forms, even occurring between two aligned accounts as the response tweet shifted the frame to
highlight different elements of the unfolding event.

The reframe technique occurred most often through alterations of the problem definition,
though some response tweets included new content along other framing dimensions, e.g., an added
moral evaluation and/or treatment recommendation.

Twisting of words (Yes, No). One salient type of reframing involved what we called twisting of

words where the response tweet accepted and anchored on a small number of words in the root
tweet and shifted the frame around those words. For example:

Root tweet: Every Trump supporter who calls Mueller confused and senile seems to
willfully ignore Trump’s ignorance of basic math and grammar
Response tweet: His basic math and grammar only made him like A billion dollars
richer than you and the person who’s over you

The response tweet here shifts the frame of conversation by anchoring around the original
words and re-interpreting them. We treated Twisting of Words as its own code category, a sub-
category of Reframe.

Articulate a Frame (Explain, Describe, Project). A second dimension of framing was articulating
a frame. In developing this dimension, we relied upon Entman’s four-part definition of framing as
“select(ing) some aspects of a perceived reality... to promote a particular problem definition, causal
interpretation, moral evaluation and/or treatment recommendation” ([30]: page 52). Our analysis
surfaced three different types of frame articulations that aligned with Entman’s conceptualization:
describe, explain, and project.

Response tweets that provided a description of the underlying situation were coded as describe.
For example:

Root tweet: Cut through all the noise. This is the 35 seconds that you really need to
watch. #MuellerHearings [VIDEO] of Mueller testimony
Response tweet: Mueller looks like he is going to cry. He knows he’s screwed no
matter what, and is being used as a pawn on live television.

Tweets with describe code function to frame the conversation by, as Entman says, promote a
problem definition or understanding of the underlying situation. In this case, the response tweet
adds a frame to the original tweet, suggesting that Mueller is uncomfortable and caught up in the
strategies and manipulations of others.

Response tweets were coded as explain if they attempted to explain — i.e., provide a “causal
interpretation” for — some aspect of the situation. In the example below, the response tweet adds
an explanation for Muller presenting a surprise witness, claiming that he’s incapable of testifying
by himself.

Root tweet: Top R on House Judiciary Rep Collins slams Chairman Nadler for po-
tentially allowing a surprise witness at Mueller hearing tomorrow – Aaron Zebley,
counsel for Mueller [image of text]
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Response tweet: the great and powerful Mueller is a shaky-voiced clueless old man
who is incapable of testifying by himself.

Finally, response tweets that presented a projected outcome or treatment recommendation were
coded as project. For example:

Root tweet: .@HouseDemocrats suffered a huge setback with #Mueller’s testimony
yesterday. Now, grasping at straws, @OversightDems retaliate by issuing a subpoena
for all of Jared & Ivanka’s personal emails & texts. The relentless, baseless attacks
against @POTUS @realDonaldTrump must stop!
Response tweet: No, Trump will face 10 counts of obstruction of justice charges in
2020 when both of you are looking for new jobs. Shame on you for letting Putin pick
our President

Here, the response tweet contests the original frame and presents an alternative frame, one that
projects that Donald Trump will be indicted for obstruction of justice.

Though certainly an underlying current in much of the conversation, the moral evaluation di-
mension did not present as a salient category in our analysis. Few response tweets explicitly in-
voked a moral evaluation. However, we did surface categories related to personal evaluations that
included a moral judgment (which we discuss next).

5.2 Personal Evaluation (Character, Credibility, Competence)

To defend their own perspective in the political back and forth, many responses discussed the merit
of a tweet’s content by evaluating the root tweeter or another person of interest in the root tweet.
We found these evaluations to be based on three distinct characteristics of the people involved in
the tweet. The first was a person’s moral code of conduct. We coded such responses as character,
e.g., “Because crimes against humanity are wrong and people care”.

Often the intent of evaluating a person of interest in the tweet was primarily to discredit their
authority by calling them “fake” or invoking reasons why they cannot be trusted. This led us to
the second code of credibility. The third characteristic that was used as a basis of judgment toward
people involved in the tweet was that of their skill and ability. For example,

Root tweet: “Mueller sounds like he’s drugged. Is this somnolent incoherence what
the Democrats expected from him?”
Response tweet 1: “Mueller cannot answer questions & he wants the questions re-
played”
Response tweet 2: “It’s called thinking”

The root tweet in this example sets the topic as Mueller’s dissatisfying conduct in the testimony,
which the first response supports by judging Mueller’s ability to answer the questions. The second
response challenges the root tweet by referring to Mueller as someone who is capable of thinking.
We coded both these responses as personal evaluations based on competence.

5.3 Level of Verifiability (Expression, Claim, Evidence)

We also coded each response tweet for level of verifiability: expression, claim, or evidence. Codes
in this category were mutually exclusive.

Perhaps due to the political nature of the data, we found that a large part of the responses were
statements with an expression (often of emotion) that could not be verified. For example, comments
like “This didn’t age well” and “PERFECT!” are expressions that cannot be verified.

Our second category, claim refers to a statement that is yet to be verified but can be verified.
This code was applied to responses like “this has been debunked time and time again” with the
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understanding that either the content of the root tweet has been debunked several times or it has
not, i.e., the content has a concrete potential to be verified.

We mapped responses offering statements that have been verified as evidence. For example, “Ac-
cording to American law, a prosecutor is not supposed to exonerate a person,” cites a source (Amer-
ican law) for its claim (that a prosecutor is not supposed to exonerate a person). We therefore coded
this tweet as providing evidence. The evidence category includes widely accepted statements and
sentiments, such as, “... justice and “innocent until proven guilty” are important values of US justice
system.”

5.4 Target Audience (Root Tweeter, Broader Audience, Both)

Social media users are known to have “imagined audiences” for their content [53, 75], and these
mental models — or folk theories [32] — of who sees their content shape their decisions about
how and what to share [3, 55]. In our data, we noted that different posts seemed to engage with
different target audiences.

For example, a response tweet that begins by stating “I believe you are against Voter ID and
FOR illegal aliens” attempts to directly engage with the author of the root tweet. On the other
hand, responses like, “These people might end up saving our democracy” suggest a broader tar-
get audience, where the response tweeter is not calling out or engaging directly with the root
tweeter. Often, the response tweet speaks both to the root tweeter and to the broader audience,
e.g., “Keep lying @<root tweeter>! Trumpism corrupts good people. <Downward-pointing finger
emoji> Perfect example. All for clicks!”

Drawing from these three categories, we coded each tweet for its target audience, i.e., whether
it attempted to engage directly with the root tweeter, was intended for the broader audience, or
attempted to engage at both levels.

5.5 Directed Valence (Support, Oppose, Neutral)

For each root-response tweet pair, we captured the valence of the response tweet toward the root
tweet using three mutually exclusive codes: support, oppose, and neutral. Not surprisingly, response
tweets from politically-aligned accounts were more likely to support the root tweet, while those
from politically-misaligned accounts were more likely to oppose the root tweet — though the trend
was clearer for reply tweets than for quote tweets.

5.6 Language

Varying the linguistic techniques used within a sentence is known to invoke different attitudes and
behavior. For example, positive or negative wordings can influence the subsequent online expres-
sions [50]. Further, the adoption of such linguistic techniques can vary across different groups. For
example, sarcasm is found to occur more often in a right-leaning attack-discourse [2]. To benefit
from this understanding, we coded our data for two categories about the tone and sincerity of the
language used in the responses.

Tone (Positive/Negative). We coded each response tweet depending on the language within the
response as either positive — e.g., “You did a great job saving our Republic today!”, — or negative

— e.g., “This didn’t age well” — , or neutral — e.g., “There’s a list, and we need to start somewhere”.
Since codes in this category were not relative to the root tweet, either tone could be used to support
or to challenge the root tweet.

Attitude (Reverent/Condescending). This category differentiates the response tweets that try to
establish a sense of superiority and/or mockery toward the root tweet(er) from those that try to
treat the root tweet(er) with respect and/or honor. Examples of condescending include responses
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Table 4. Odds Ratios for Target Audience, Response Frame, and Twisting of Words Calculated using Logistic
Regression Modeled After the Type of Feature (Reply and Quote) and Political Alignment (Politically

Aligned and Politically Opposed) and Controlled for Random Effects

Odds ratio CI [95%] p

Target audience (Root tweeter, Broader public, Both; reference: Broader public)

Root tweeter/(Intercept) 1.15 [0.88, 1.49] .296
Root tweeter/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 0.30∗ [0.16, 0.58] <.001
Root tweeter/Type of feature (Reply) 3.81∗ [1.98, 7.34] <.001
Both/(Intercept) 1.37∗ [1.08, 1.75] .01
Both/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 0.72 [0.40, 1.27] .254
Both/Type of feature (Reply) 2.55∗ [1.42, 4.59] .002

Response frame (Engage, Reframe; reference: Engage)

Reframe/(Intercept) 0.92 [0.75, 1.11] .369
Reframe/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 0.36∗ [0.23, 0.56] <.001
Reframe/Type of feature (Reply) 1.67∗ [1.06, 2.62] .027

Twisting of words (Yes, No; reference: No)

Yes/(Intercept) 0.33∗ [0.15, 0.66] <.003
Yes/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 0.60 [0.12, 2.31] .484
Yes/Type of feature (Reply) 0.20∗ [0.04, 0.71] .021

like “Sure. Just like there was concrete evidence of Russian collusion. Democrats who keep falling
for this are #NotVeryBright”. On the other hand, responses that illustrate gratitude toward the root
tweet — e.g., “Thank you sir. Justice, “innocent until proven guilty” and “equal under the law” are
important values of the American justice system” — were labeled with the reverent code.

Out of all the categories, only Articulate a frame and Personal evaluation were not mutually
exclusive, i.e., coders could use any one or all of the codes when annotating the data. All other
categories were mutually exclusive. Thus, coders could assign exactly one of the expression, claim,

and evidence codes from the category of “level of verifiability” to a root-response tweet pair.

6 FINDINGS: REPLY/QUOTE AND POLITICAL ALIGNMENT AFFORD UNIQUE
CONVERSATIONAL AND FRAMING STRATEGIES

In this part of the findings, we focus on how the strategies that we discussed above differed be-
tween the reply and quote features. First, we report on the primary differences in conversational
and framing strategies between reply and quote, and then discuss additional differences after ac-
counting for political alignment of the authors of those tweets.

6.1 RQ1: Conversational Strategies Vary Between Reply vs. Quote

The primary focus of this research was to identify how the mechanisms of replying and quoting
are used differently by Twitter users to develop, shape, refine and promote preferred conversa-
tional frames. At the same time, we wanted to examine how these mechanisms are employed to
challenge, appropriate, and counter opposing conversational frames — particularly in a politically
charged conversation. Across the different dimensions that we identified in our codebook, we
found three dimensions where the strategies were employed differently between reply and quote
tweets (Table 4).

We found that the Target audience differed between replies and quotes, X 2 (d f = 2,N = 340) =
16.65,p = .00024. Specifically, a higher percentage of replies targeted the root tweeter (73.5% vs.
43.3% for quotes), while a higher percentage of quotes targeted the broader audience (56.7% vs.
26.5% for replies). This difference was significant in our logistic regression analysis (p < 0.001), in-
dicating that the odds of replies engaging directly with the root tweeter (over the Broader audience)
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were 3.8 times higher than that of quotes (refer Table 4). Such a framing to shift the conversation
away from the root tweeter toward a broader audience — in accordance with findings from prior
research [38]) — imparts a sense of indirectness in the quoting mechanism and influences its usage
differently than that of replies in different scenarios discussed below.

Another key difference between reply and quote was that Reframing was more common in
reply tweets than in quote tweets. We found that 46% of the reply tweets reframed the topic of
conversation set in the root tweet as compared to only 34% quote tweets (refer Table 3). The odds of
reframing the conversation were 1.67 times higher than simply engaging with the original frame
in responses that made use of the replying mechanism as compared to the quoting mechanism
(Table 4). This result was surprising given the potential of the quoting mechanism to reinterpret
another tweet by adding to the conversation.

We also found that quotes were more likely used to Twist words than replies. This phenomena
is a special case of reframing that occurred in 8.3% of the replies and 28.9% of the quotes. There
was a five times higher chance of twisting of words to occur (relative to no twisting of words)
in responses expressed through quotes as compared with replies (refer Table 4). Quote tweets of-
ten used the root tweet as “evidence”, anchored around the original words, and re-interpreted the
meaning. Interestingly, though quotes were less likely overall (than replies) to reframe a conver-
sation, they were much more likely to “twist words” when they do.

6.2 RQ2: Conversational Strategies Vary When Response is Politically Aligned vs.
Opposed

We found three differences (refer Table 5) in conversational and framing strategies that depended
on who you talk to during a political exchange online, i.e., people who share similar opinions or
dissimilar opinions.

Given the political nature of the data, we found more conversations that happened between
two accounts sharing similar opinions to be largely supportive of each other, while those between
dissimilar opinions expressed opposition, X 2 (d f = 2,N = 340) = 130.155,p < 0.00001. The
odds of having support (over opposition) expressed through a response between aligned accounts
were about 20 times as compared to a response between dissonant accounts. Similarly, we found
that the tone was generally more positive when engaging with an account with similar political
alignment, X 2 (d f = 2,N = 222) = 34.816,p < 0.00001. When we controlled for the type of
response, our model indicated with a statistical significance that positive tone was about 14 times
more likely to occur between politically-aligned accounts than politically-opposed accounts. This
theme continued as we found responses that were structured to express respect (category: attitude)
to be 35 times more likely to emerge through engagements happening on the same side of the
political-aisle than those happening across the political-aisle, X 2 (d f = 2,N = 340) = 26.839,p <
0.00001. These findings can be explained by the presence of polarization on a Twitter platform —
particularly as seen in the case of politically charged topics like Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to
serve as a Justice on the US Supreme Court in 2018 [23].

We also found that accounts engaged in the same topic as set in the root tweet with an impas-
sioned behavior of (mostly) supporting the topic in the root tweet when the account happens to
be politically-aligned, but reframed the topic of discussion otherwise, X 2 (d f = 1,N = 299) =
18.169,p = 0.0002. When we controlled for the type of response, the odds of a response trying to
refocus were 2.8 times higher if the response were toward a politically opposed account than if it
were an aligned account. This aligns with previous findings that people promote a discourse if it
aligns with their own beliefs, but challenge it otherwise. For example, politically motivated indi-
viduals use mention networks on Twitter to interact with ideologically-opposed users by injecting
partisan content into information streams [21].
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Table 5. Odds Ratios for Directed Valence, Directed Attitude, and Tone of Language Calculated using
Logistic Regression Modeled after the Type of Feature (Reply and Quote) and Political Alignment

(Politically Aligned and Politically Opposed) and Controlled for Random Effects

Odds ratio CI [95%] p

Directed valence (Support, Oppose, Neutral; reference: Oppose)

Support/(Intercept) 0.57∗ [0.45, 0.72] <.001
Support/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 20.17∗ [11.42, 35.60] <.001
Support/Type of feature (Reply) 0.65 [0.37, 1.14] .134
Neutral/(Intercept) 0.26∗ [0.17, 0.42] <.001
Neutral/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 7.84∗ [2.25, 27.32] <.001
Neutral/Type of feature (Reply) 0.15∗ [0.03, 0.71] .017

Attitude (Reverent, Condescending, None; reference: Condescending)

Reverent/(Intercept) 0.11∗ [0.04, 0.29] <.001
Reverent/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 35.21∗ [4.63, 268.05] <.001
Reverent/Type of feature (Reply) 1.12 [0.45, 2.83] .803
None/(Intercept) 1.02 [0.85, 1.24] .773
None/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 1.77∗ [1.13, 2.79] .013
None/Type of feature (Reply) 1.01 [0.64, 1.58] .972

Tone (Positive, Negative, Neutral; reference: Negative)

Positive/(Intercept) 0.20∗ [0.12, 0.34] <.001
Positive/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 14.06 [4.82, 41.01] <.001
Positive/Type of feature (Reply) 0.88 [0.44, 1.77] .722
Neutral/(Intercept) 0.78∗ [0.64, 0.94] <.011
Neutral/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 1.27 [0.79, 2.03] .318
Neutral/Type of feature (Reply) 0.98 [0.61, 1.55] .919

Our coding indicated that about 70% of the responses involving politically opposed accounts
attempted to engage with the root tweeter and about 57% of the responses involving politically
aligned accounts reached out to a broader audience, X 2 (d f = 2,N = 340) = 15.55,p < .001.
When we controlled for the type of response, i.e., quote or reply, we found that an account is
about three times more likely to focus on the individual root tweeter if the two accounts have an
opposing outlook as compared to sharing a similar political outlook. The cognizance of having a
disagreement with the root tweeter about the topic under discussion can promote such a framing
technique — to move away from the topic of discussion, to focus on whom you disagree with, and
consequently direct the disagreement toward them.

6.3 RQ3: Conversational Strategies Vary Across Both Response Type and Political
Alignment

In the sections above, we presented the three conversational strategies that differed between quotes
and replies. Here, we present the other conversational strategies that though did not differ between
quotes and replies directly, did differ when we factor in political alignment (refer Table 6).

We found that although character is similarly mentioned between replies and quotes, there
are more nuanced differences when we factor in political alignment. Specifically, although replies
had similar frequencies in mentions of character between political alignment, the use of charac-
ter in quotes exhibited a different pattern as illustrated in Figure 3. Quote tweets referenced an
individual’s character more often (29 times) when engaging with politically opposed accounts
than aligned accounts (17 times). The odds for referring to one’s character in a reply tweet were
0.67 times that of a quote tweet when the accounts were politically opposed, but the odds increased
to 1.48 times when the accounts were politically aligned.
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Table 6. Odds Ratios for Character, Evidence, and Projection Calculated using Logistic Regression
Modeled after the Type of Feature (Reply and Quote) and Political Alignment (Politically Aligned and

Politically Opposed) and Controlled for Random Effects

Odds ratio CI [95%] p

Character (Yes, No; reference: No)

Yes/(Intercept) 0.51∗ [0.33, 0.80] .004
Yes/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 0.48∗ [0.24, 0.96] <.04
Yes/Type of feature (Reply) 0.67 [0.34, 1.30] .242
Yes/Political alignment (Politically aligned) X Type of feature (Reply) 2.2∗ [0.83, 5.87] .004

Evidence (Yes, No; reference: No)

Yes/(Intercept) 0.31∗ [0.18, 0.49] <.001
Yes/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 0.16∗ [0.04, 0.45] .001
Yes/Type of feature (Reply) 0.69 [0.32, 1.47] .344
Yes/Political alignment (Politically aligned) X Type of feature (Reply) 4.32∗ [1.11, 19.37] <.001

Projection (Yes, No; reference: No)

Yes/(Intercept) 0.23∗ [0.13, 0.39] <.001
Yes/Political alignment (Politically aligned) 2.6∗ [1.31, 5.34] .007
Yes/Type of feature (Reply) 1.24 [0.59, 2.64] .569
Yes/Political alignment (Politically aligned) X Type of feature (Reply) 0.29∗ [0.10, 0.79] <.001

Fig. 3. Interaction effect for (left) referring to one’s character, (center) use of evidence, and (right) making a
projection. Please note that the Y axis for all the 3 graphs differ in range.

We found the tendency of adopting Evidence within one’s response — to support the response
tweeter’s own take toward the root tweet — was similar to referencing an individual’s character as
seen above. Evidence-based responses emerged 35 times when engaging with a politically opposed
account as compared to 16 times when engaging with a politically aligned account. As Figure 3
illustrates, this varied with the choice of a reply tweet or quote tweet. When responding across the
ideological divide, the odds for use of evidence in replies were 0.69 times as compared to the odds
for use of evidence in quotes; with accounts sharing similar opinions, these odds increased to about
3 times. We believe this pattern for the use of evidence can be explained by the disagreements —
and the perceived need for making a convincing refutation — across the ideological divide.

When we coded to articulate the frame within the tweet, 15 replies to politically similar accounts
projected outcomes as opposed to 19 replies to politically opposed accounts. This trend changed
for quote tweets, with 32 politically aligned quote tweets making some projection as compared to
only 16 politically opposed quote tweets (Figure 3). The odds for a reply to project an outcome or
suggest a potential solution toward the event set in the root tweet were 1.24 times higher than
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that of a quote when the tweet pairs were politically opposed; the odds ratio however reduced to
0.354 when the tweet pairs were politically aligned. The need to describe in details and/or explain

a disagreement toward a politically opposed root tweet(er) — implying a lesser focus on projecting

an outcome — diminishes when a response engages with politically aligned account. This accom-
panied by the preference of quotes to engage with the same topic as set by the root tweet can
explain the higher number of politically-aligned projections. Examples include expressions like
“#IMPEACH”, “#SpeakerCortez won’t be happy” that often urge an action and seemed to merely
amplify the message of the root tweeter. We now discuss the implications of these findings.

7 DISCUSSION

In order to discuss the implications of our findings, we first address the limitations of our research.
We then summarize the key contributions of our coding framework and then focus on what dif-
ferentiates the quoting mechanism from the replying mechanism, how the antagonistic nature
of quoting can lead to contestation, polarization, and “dunking”, and finally recommend design
implications.

7.1 Limitations

Our research focused on the interactions between root tweets and response tweets. One limitation
of this work is that at the time of data collection, there was no easy way to collect the reply threads
for tweets in a Streaming API collection — even as quotes were picked up with the relevant root
tweets. We attempted to overcome this limitation through a follow-up data collection, but there are
inconsistencies between those data samples, potentially limiting their equivalence for an effective
comparison.

The findings presented in this work highly depend on the nature of the data collected back in
2019. For example, later versions of the Twitter API allowed easier retrieval of the threaded re-
sponses and would have facilitated collecting a larger sample size, replies in particular. Though
relatively limited in size, we have ascertained the statistical sufficiency of our sample size to ob-
serve an effect size corresponding to odds ratio of 1.5 with 80 percent power.

Additionally, the findings are also influenced by the state of Twitter algorithms at play behind
the reply and quote features and also people’s adoption of these features unique to the platform,
as seen around July 2019. With the recent changes made to the platform, e.g., introducing the “For
you” and “Following” dual-timelines [57], it remains to be seen how these affordances get appro-
priated by users as they get more experience with them and how they cope as the platform has
and will continue to evolve over the coming years. Regardless, this research adds to the scholar-
ship around how microblogging platform affordances impact online discourses in significant ways
discussed below.

7.2 Generalizable Codebook to Identify Conversational and Framing Strategies on
Microblogging Platforms

This research contributes a theoretically grounded coding framework that identifies conversational
and framing strategies adopted by the response tweets toward the root tweet. We expand upon
previous work by looking at conversational strategies that surpass disagreement and the use of
insult [38] and facilitate a broader analysis of Twitter discourse. We demonstrated the use of our
framework to categorize the root-response tweet pairs to help us compare and contrast the use of
reply and quote features on the Twitter platform in political discourse.

Though grounded in data specific to a polarized online discourse, we designed our coding
framework with conversational attributes in mind —e.g., changing the focal topic, targeting a spe-
cific audience, and so on. — that are broadly applicable to any topic. Beyond this research, our
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proposed framework could therefore be useful to understand how responses are used in an online
discourse to build, refine, revise, and amplify conversational frames that one prefers and chal-
lenge or counter-frames that they oppose regardless of any topical limitations. For example, the
presented framework could be easily employed to study how recent online conversations around
vaccinations or student loan forgiveness were shaped differently using different conversational
features.

There are several open questions across research domains where our codebook could be ap-
plied on platforms beyond Twitter. For example, researchers and similar professionals often have
trouble navigating scientific discourse in online spaces [12], so quantitative work examining the
relationship between different discursive and presentation styles and the resulting discourse could
suggest best practices for professionals discussing controversial topics. In addition, with Mastodon
[79] and other Twitter alternatives like Threads [27] gaining prominence, our codebook could aid
researchers in understanding how the different affordances across these platforms affect the con-
versations that occur there.

7.3 Comparing Reply and Quote Features

This research examined how Twitter users adopt the reply and quote features in online political
discourse. We found three key differences between reply tweets and quote tweets.

First, we found that reply tweets often communicated directly with the root tweeter, while quote
tweets were used to broadcast a message to the quote tweeter’s following on Twitter; bloggers [1]
and researchers [40] both acknowledge how broadcasting helps increasing one’s audience. This
difference in target audience suggests that the quoting mechanism is more often used to shift the
conversation away from the root tweeter toward a broader audience — in accordance with findings
from prior research [38]) — and imparts a sense of indirectness to the response.

Second, quote tweets continued to engage with the topic of conversation as set by the root tweet,
while reply tweets more often reframed the conversation, shifting attention to different dimensions
of the debate that were not salient in the original tweet. This result was surprising, given the
potential of quote tweets to add a comment and reinterpret the message of the root tweet. We
suspect that the motivation to broadcast that root tweet to their own followers on Twitter might
limit them from altering the message, but instead sharing it with them by adding some signal of
support or opposition.

Third, replies and quotes differed in how they are used when responding to politically aligned
or opposed accounts. Responses that came in through the quoting mechanism more frequently
used evidence to support their contestation and present a robust refutation when the root tweeter
was politically opposed; quotes exhibited a similar pattern when it came to questioning the root
tweeter’s character. However, the use of evidence or questioning one’s character through replies
was less partial to the political affiliation of the root tweeter. The dedicated attention of quote
tweets to accounts that are opposed to making an evidence-based refutation explains how the
quoting mechanism can provoke contestation.

We now discuss how these key differences influence the use of quotes vs. replies in an online
discourse — with a focus on the quoting mechanism — toward provoking contestation, polarization,
and dunking. It is important to note that our data included replies and quotes authored by unique
Twitter accounts, thereby reducing the chance that the variations in conversational framing and
strategies that we observed resulted from individual differences.

7.3.1 Quotes amplify the “like” and contest the “dislike”. We found that quotes tweets were char-
acterized by broadcasting to a wider audience, diverting a response to the quote tweeter’s own fol-
lowing, and twisting words to relay a sense of antagonism to the politically opposed. This resulted
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in the quoting mechanism promoting a more passive-aggressive tone when conversing with the
root tweet. In other words, quoting allowed a user to be aggressive (just like a reply), but the
aggression was diverted (unlike a reply).

This passive-aggressiveness afforded by quotes can explain why quote tweets have been found
to challenge the narrative that is prominent amongst the ideologically opposed accounts in an on-
line discourse on Twitter [78]. The dedicated use of evidence-based responses to counter-argue and
refute messages from accounts that are ideologically opposed can also corroborate the tendency
of quotes to provoke contestation [42].

The conversational strategy of reframing to alter the focus of the conversation allows a reply to
describe in detail and/or explain their stance toward the message of the root tweet(er). This makes
replies more suitable to challenge the message of not only politically opposed but also politically
aligned accounts. The (relatively) lesser focus on reframing and more on engaging within the topic
of conversation — accompanied by the potential to reach out to a broader audience — may lead to
the quoting mechanism being used to intensify the message of politically aligned accounts.

Quotes thus seem to either broadcast their agreement and amplify their approval toward the
politically aligned, or provoke a contestation and intensify the extent of dislike toward the politi-
cally opposed — potentially feeding into the affective polarization [21, 83] in an already polarized
Twitter discourse.

7.3.2 Quotes lead to “dunking”. Our research presents an interesting opportunity to consider
why designers of emerging platforms like Mastodon have early on opposed introducing quoting
mechanism to discourage dunking-like behaviors [81]. An early investigation into the usage of
the quote feature — referred to as retweet with comment back in 2016 — suggested that quoting
might help construct a more civil online discourse than that facilitated by replying [38]. However,
subsequent research has found that quoting can promote contestation by drawing attention to
disagreements [78] and/or by interpreting the root tweet out of (temporal) context to invoke humor
and critique [42].

One possible explanation for this change comes back to a specific design choice in how the quote
feature was implemented — in that, it enabled users to shift the audience away from one that is
primarily followers of the root tweeter (as it is in the case of a Reply) to an audience that is primarily
followers of the quote tweeter. This design choice — which has been updated slightly since this
data was collected [67] — is likely implicated in what we perceived as a diversion strategy and has
contributed to the phenomenon of “dunking.” To dunk implies that one is able to both easily and
dramatically score political points. Dunking often takes place through a quote tweet intended to
refute the root tweet while also mocking or otherwise denigrating the root tweeter to get attention
[74]. Let us consider an example of dunking from our data:

Root tweet: “So. . . ummm. . . Bob Mueller is old. And this hearing is just painful to
watch.”
Quote tweet: “Is that all you’ve got <root tweeter’s name>?”

In this example, the primary motivation of the quote tweeter is to ridicule the politically-opposed
root tweeter and to suggest that they could have done better when expressing their opposition to-
ward the testimony. While a reply tweet could fulfill the intent of ridiculing, it would primarily get
attention from the root tweeter and the root tweeter’s following, who will likely support and re-
sist the quote tweeter’s refutation of the root tweet. The use of quoting mechanism here facilitates
diverting the ridicule away from their own following on Twitter. This broader audience, which is
likely politically aligned with the quote tweeter and hence opposed to the root tweeter, can now
witness the ridicule and also participate in intensifying the mockery. Thus, quotes can increase the
chance of further ridiculing the root tweeter and might avoid any direct confrontation from them.
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7.4 Design Implications

As we discussed above, the adoption of the quoting mechanism in a polarized discourse differs from
that of the replying mechanism due to the potential for using quote tweets to divert attention away
from the root tweeter to fetch attention from a broader audience comprising the quote tweeter’s
following on Twitter, and to indirectly contest the frames of politically opposed accounts.

One potential recommendation here is to give users more control over who can quote their
online posts. This could reduce the potential for indirect contestation and related behaviors like
dunking. At the time of this research, Twitter allowed its users some control over who can reply
to their tweets, e.g., “everyone,” “people you follow,” or “people you mention.” Similar choices to
decide who participates through quotes could assist the root tweeters to better keep track of and
moderate the emerging discourse. We are glad to report that Twitter introduced changes aligning
with these suggestions in late 2020 [87]. We suspect that such a design choice could also negatively
affect the ability of Twitter users to challenge falsehoods and hold high visibility accounts — who
are often the most quoted — accountable for problematic tweets.

Another strategy for alleviating some of the toxicities that emerge through quotes would be to
increase their visibility to the root tweeter and their audience. Twitter took a step in this direction
— implemented in 2020 [67] — by making it easier to view the quotes for a specific tweet that
appears in your feed. Though this might result in more divisive discourse in the short term, as a
root tweeter’s audience is now more easily able to mobilize in defense of their tweets, over time,
it could reduce the tendency for people to use the quote feature for passive aggressive attacks and
dunks — as their imagined audience changes and they begin to make different decisions on how
and what to post. This is certainly something to be investigated in future research.

Some of the lessons about platform design choices from this research have already been incor-
porated into Twitter, and will continue to impact the design of more microblogging platforms in
future. These lessons become particularly important as the designers of an emerging platform like
Mastodon, who were previously opposed to the quoting mechanism to preserve its “antiviral” de-
sign and dissuade dunking-like behaviors [81], negotiate the possibility of introducing it in spirit
of public interest. This research and the coding framework will serve a useful to guide and evalu-
ate future design choices toward fostering healthy online discourses on emerging microblogging
platforms like Mastodon, Threads, and so on.

8 CONCLUSION

The affordances of social media platforms are known to offer users different capacities toward po-
litical participation. Some of these affordances can trigger unwanted engagements compromising
the health of some online environments. For example, reply is more likely to be used for trolling
on Breitbart and IGN, but is more likely to be used on CNN for starting new discussions [17].
Reacting to perceptions of how some affordances have negative effects on the health of discourse,
many platforms have changed how they facilitate and make visible certain kinds of engagements —
such as replies and comments [41, 63]. The presented research can help us to understand how
distinct features like reply and quote encourage conversations by promoting different framing
strategies and hence shape resulting behaviors as we engage with people from all sides on online
platforms.
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